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The evolution of town and urban planning in Malaysia has been through many dynamic
changes. More people are aware of the importance of good and quality planning.
In our effort to encourage members to move towards planning excellence, Malaysian
Institute of Planners aims to acknowledge works and projects which contribute to
transform cities, places, spaces, communities and environment.
The Malaysian Institute of Planners (MIP) Awards for Planning Excellence demonstrate
excellent practices, leadership and achievement in planning and the planning
profession. The Awards offer the opportunity to share achievements as well as to be
judged by peers.
This marks the eleventh edition of the Awards, which first commenced in 1998. As
we continue to be committed in delivering excellent service, further improvements and
refinements have been made. MIP has expanded the Awards with new categories to
celebrate the multidisciplinary nature of the planning and holistic leadership in this
field.
Participating in the Planning Excellence is an important way to demonstrate your
commitment towards advancing the profession as well as contributing towards a better
and livable built environment.
Now is the time to put forth your projects, plans and/or programs, and to be recognised
by the Malaysian Institute of Planners!
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20th June

Call for Entry

1st July

Submission of Intention to Participate

7th July

Briefing to Participants

5th August

Closing Entry

12th August - 31st September

Judging & Evaluation

28th October

Announcement of Winners

8th November

MIPPEA Dinner & Award Presentation

* The organizer reserves the right to amend the programme should unforeseen circumstances occur.

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022
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1. President’s Award
This award honours Malaysia’s most outstanding town planner who has shown great
leadership in the field, an inspiration for others in the profession has contributed
significantly in advancing the planning profession.

2. Design Excellence Award
This award recognizes exceptional work in master planning and urban design that
demonstrate a holistic approach to urban planning, bringing positive impacts on the
physical built and/or natural environment, creating livable places, and contributing
towards delivering the agenda for sustainable development.

3. Strategic Planning Award
This award recognizes excellence in visionary planning works for larger scale (national,
regional, district, and city) in urban, sub-urban or rural areas, providing strategic
solution in spatial planning, growth direction and development framework.

4. Placemaking and Public Space Award
This award recognizes place making and public space project that has been implemented
and has demonstrated significant improvement to the physical or environmental quality
of an area, thus contributing significantly towards the economic and social well-being
of a community.

5. Low Carbon Planning Award
This award recognizes projects and planning works that incorporate and implement
initiatives towards measurable carbon emission reduction, helping to deliver the
national agenda on low carbon city and addressing climate change.
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6. Innovative Planning Award
This award recognizes innovation and excellence in projects and initiatives that are
visionary in its approach using technology and state-of-the-art planning methods, tools,
practices, programmes and processes.

7. Community Based Planning Award
This award recognizes excellence in community planning and best practice in
community participation, demonstrating inclusivity in planning and implementation,
and has led to measurable benefits to community.

8. Planning Service Excellence Award
The award recognizes the achievements in translating good planning processes and
practices designed by sustainable development principles that are beneficial for the
community, for industry players, as well as for the government.

9. Heritage and Conversation Award
This award recognizes a scheme or project that makes an outstanding contribution
in the conservation of heritage, cultural, or natural. The award places importance on
protection, conservation, adaptive re-use and sensitive redevelopment of project within
the overall site context, protecting the heritage value of a place.

10. Inclusive Design Award
This award recognizes projects that adopt universal design principles and feature
solutions that work inclusively for everyone, creating a built environment that is usable
to the greatest extent possible by everyone regardless of their age, gender and ability.
MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022
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11. Planning Scholar Award
This award recognizes efforts and achievements by individual in the planning academic
world towards promoting, elevating and advancing town and regional planning
through research, innovation, and/or publication.

12. Young Planner of the Year
This award recognizes the outstanding professional contributions or achievements of
a young planner under the age of 40, whose contribution and achievement have the
potential to inspire other young planners to strive for excellence in their work.

13. Outstanding Student Project
This award recognizes outstanding and high quality student projects or paper by
students or group of students in the Malaysian Boards of Town Planners accredited
planning programmes.

14. Best Planning Article in Print/Online Media
This award recognizes articles in print and digital media which continuously provide
awareness to communities on the importance urban planning.
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1

Special Recognition

This award honours Malaysia’s most outstanding town planner who has shown great leadership in the field,
an inspiration for others in the profession has contributed significantly in advancing the planning profession.

Who can Nominate?
Nominations are not sought for this category. This Award is upon nomination by the President and Past
Presidents of the Malaysian Institute of Planners and eligibility is at the discretion of the President.

Submission Fee
Not applicable.
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2

•
•
•
•

Large Scale Category (250 acres and above)
Medium Scale Category (100 to 249 acres)
Small Scale Category (Below 100
99 acres)
International Project Category

This award recognizes exceptional work in master planning and urban design that demonstrate a holistic approach to urban
planning, bringing positive impacts on the physical built and/or natural environment, creating livable places, and contributing
towards delivering the agenda for sustainable development.
This category is awarded for an outstanding quality of a Master Plan. Submission of projects other than stated will be subjected
to the eligibility evaluation by the nomination secretariat before it can be considered by award judges.

Who might Apply?
•
•
•
•

Planning Consultants
Government Agencies
Government – Link Companies (GLC)
Developers

Submission Fee
RM 1,500.00 per entry

What to Submit?

Judging Criteria
PROJECT BACKGROUND
• Vision & Objectives
• Description of the area

10%

KEY DESIGN PRINCIPLES APPLIED IN MASTER PLAN
• How the project benefits the area/city and
communities
• Creativity and Innovation in strategy &
implementation
• Originality / Ingenuity of Idea(s)

30%

DEMONSTRATE AREAS OF EXCELLENCE
• How the project reflects and takes into account
its immediate and wider setting

30%

SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH TOWARDS THE
LIFECYCLE OF THE PROJECT/AREA
• Planning implementation and Maintenance
• Contribution towards reducing CO2 emissions

20%

PRESENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION

10%

A short PROJECT REPORT, in A3 size (maximum 25
pages cover to cover) which consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Project Name and Location without company/
organisation name & logo
Status, size/scale and nature of project
Objectives and strategies of project
Description of project
Identify the expected key results

Who can Submit?
Any registered and good standing member of the
Malaysian Institute of Planners (MIP) and Board of Town
Planners Malaysia.

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022
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3
This award recognizes excellence in visionary planning works for larger scale (national, regional, district, and city) in urban, suburban or rural areas, providing strategic solution in spatial planning, growth direction and development framework. The award
emphasises on the contribution that advances the science and art of planning. It is awarded for outstanding quality in any of the
following plans
•
•
•

Regional Plan
Structure Plan
Local Plan

•
•

Special Area Plan
Strategic Planning

Who might Apply?
•
•
•

Planning Consultants
Government Agencies
Government – Link Companies (GLC)

Submission Fee
RM 1,500.00 per entry

What to Submit?
A short PROJECT REPORT, in A3 size (maximum 25
pages cover to cover) which consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Project Name and Location without company/
organisation name & logo
Status, size/scale and nature of project
Objectives and strategies of project
Description of project
Identify the expected key results

Who can Submit?
Any registered and good standing member of the
Malaysian Institute of Planners (MIP) and Board of Town
Planners Malaysia.
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(*Submission or projects other than the mentioned plans will
be subjected to the eligibility evaluation by the nomination
secretariat before it can be considered by award judges.)

Judging Criteria
PROJECT BACKGROUND
• Vision & Objectives
• Description of the area

10%

ADDRESSING THE KEY CHALLENGES, KEY PROJECTS
PROPOSED AND KEY EXPECTED RESULT
• Innovation in strategy and implementation
• Originality / Ingenuity of idea(s)

20%

VIABILITY & QUALITY OF PROJECT
• Significant economic benefits and positive
contributions to the communities
• Connectivity & Permeability
• Inclusiveness & Liveability

20%

SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH TOWARDS THE LIFECYCLE
OF THE PROJECT/AREA
• Viability of implementation, funding and resources
• Low carbon city/Resilient development approach

20%

DEMONSTRATE THE AREAS OF EXCELLENCE
• How the project reflects and take into account its
immediate and wider setting
• Why is this project unique comparative to other?
• Inclusiveness & liveability

20%

PRESENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION

10%
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• Private Sector Initiative Category
• Government Initiative Category
• Community-Led Initiative Category

This award recognizes place making and public space project that has been implemented and has demonstrated significant
improvement to the physical or environmental quality of an area, thus contributing significantly towards the economic and social
well-being of a community. Emphasis on the creation or restoration of a public space, which is valued and is accessible to the
local community as well visitors, through the quality of its public realm, urban design, landscape quality, streetscape or successful
integration of the surrounding uses and creation of a sense of place.
Highlight on how a project demonstrates consideration on a physical character, readability, physical and social integration with
the existing urban fabric, adaptability of spaces, pedestrianism and alternative transportation modes, sustainability and healthy
living.

Who can Nominate?
This category is open for public nomination.

Submission Fee
RM 1,500.00 per entry

What to Submit?
A short PROJECT REPORT, in A3 size (maximum 25
pages cover to cover) which consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Project Name and Location without company/
organisation name & logo
Status, size/scale and nature of project
Objectives and strategies of project
Description of project
Identify the expected key results/lesson learnt.

Who can Submit?
Open to Community, Local Authority, Stakeholder,
Project Consultant, Developers and others.

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022

Judging Criteria
PROJECT BACKGROUND
• Vision & Objectives
• Description of the area

10%

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
• Space usage in terms of design concept, layout
consideration, connect, permeability, safety and
comfort

20%

USES & ACTIVITIES
• Demonstrate before & after impact

20%

PARTNERSHIP AND ENGAGEMENT
• Demonstrate inclusiveness and engagement with
diverse communities & various stakeholders
• Gov structure

20%

SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH TOWARDS THE LIFECYCLE
OF THE PROJECT/AREA
• Planning implementation and Maintenance
• Cost consideration

10%

INNOVATION

10%

PRESENTATION & DOCUMENTATION
• Contents & structure of submission document
• Clarity and organisation of text and graphics

10%
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• City Category
• Building Category
• Infrastructure Category

This award recognizes projects and planning works that incorporate and implement initiatives towards measurable carbon
emission reduction, helping to deliver the national agenda on low carbon city and addressing climate change. This category is
open to initiative adopting Low carbon City Framework (LCCF) or other tools such as GBI, Green RE, or other performance based
tools.
This category emphasizes on initiatives that demonstrate efforts in reducing GHG emission that may cover small or large scale
township.
Submission of projects other than stated will be subjected to the eligibility evaluation by the nomination secretariat before it can
be considered by award judges.

Who might Apply?
•
•
•
•
•

Planning Consultants
Government Agencies
Government – Link Companies (GLC)
Developers
Non-Governmental Organization (NGO)

Submission Fee
RM 1,500.00 per entry

What to Submit?
A short PROJECT REPORT, in A3 size (maximum 25
pages cover to cover) which consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Project Name and Location without company/
organisation name & logo
Status, size/scale and nature of project
Objectives and strategies of project
Description of project
Identify the expected key results

Who can Submit?
Any registered and good standing member of the
Malaysian Institute of Planners (MIP) and Board of Town
Planners Malaysia.
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Judging Criteria
PROJECT BACKGROUND
• Vision & Objectives
• Methodology & Implementation approach
• Key Challenges

10%

ADOPTION OF LOW CARBON INITIATIVES
• Action Plan
• Implementation Plan
• Emission Reduction Strategies

40%

SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH TOWARDS THE
LIFECYCLE OF THE PROJECT/AREA
• Continuous Monitoring
• In line with SDG and other National/State policies

20%

PROJECT / INITIATIVE BENEFITED WIDER COMMUNITY
• Socially/Economically/Environmentally

20%

PRESENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION
• Contents & structure of submission document
• Clarity and organisation of text and graphics

10%
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• Technology Planning Category
• Innovation and Policy Making Category
• Master Planning Category

This award recognizes innovation and excellence in projects and initiatives that are visionary in its approach using technology
and state-of-the-art planning methods, tools, practices, programmes and processes.
Submission of this category may be in the form of regulations and codes, growth management or design guidelines, land
acquisition efforts, public/ private partnerships, partnering of different public sector entities to drive a plan/project forward,
application of technology, handbooks, tool, programme or efforts that foster greater stakeholder participation.

Who might Apply?
•
•
•
•
•

Planning Consultants
Government Agencies
Government – Link Companies (GLC)
Developers
Tertiary Institutions

Submission Fee
RM 1,500.00 per entry

Judging Criteria
PROJECT BACKGROUND
• Vision & Objectives
• Methodology & Implementation approach

10%

KEY DESIGN PRINCIPLES APPLIED IN
MASTER PLAN/ PROJECT
• How the principles benefit the area/city and
communities
• Originality/Ingenuity of Idea(s)

20%

INNOVATIVE PLANNING INITIATIVE

30%

SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH TOWARDS THE
LIFECYCLE OF THE PROJECT/AREA
• Planning implementation and Maintenance
• Contribution towards reducing CO2 emissions

20%

TRANSFERABILITY
• How the innovation can be transferred or
replicated elsewhere

10%

PRESENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION
• Contents & structure of submission document
• Clarity and organisation of text and graphics

10%

What to Submit?
A short PROJECT REPORT, in A3 size (maximum 25
pages cover to cover) which consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Project Name and Location without company/
organisation name & logo
Status, size/scale and nature of project
Objectives and strategies of project
Description of project
Identify the expected key results

Who can Submit?
Any registered and good standing member of the
Malaysian Institute of Planners (MIP) and Board of Town
Planners Malaysia.

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022
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7
This award recognizes excellence in community planning and best practice in community participation, demonstrating inclusivity
in planning and implementation, and has led to measurable benefits to community.

Who might Apply?

Judging Criteria

This category is open for public nomination.
PROJECT/ PROGRAMME BACKGROUND
• Vision & Objectives
• Description of the area

10%

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
• Space usage in terms of design concept, layout
consideration, connect, permeability, safety and
comfort.

15%

USES & ACTIVITIES
• Demonstrate before & after impact

20%

PARTNERSHIP AND ENGAGEMENT
• Demonstrate inclusiveness and
engagement
with diverse communities & various stakeholders
Governance structure

35%

SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH TOWARDS THE
LIFECYCLE OF THE PROJECT/AREA
• Planning implementation and Maintenance
• Cost consideration

10%

PRESENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION
• Contents & structure of submission document
• Clarity and organisation of text and graphics

10%

Submission Fee
RM 1,500.00 per entry

What to Submit?
A short PROJECT REPORT, in A3 size (maximum 25
pages cover to cover) which consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Project Name and Location without company/
organisation name & logo
Status, size/scale and nature of project
Objectives and strategies of project
Description of project
Identify the expected key results

Who can Submit?
Open to Community, Local Authority, Stakeholder, Project
Consultant, Developers and others.
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• Government Agencies (Local Authority &
PLANMalaysia) Category
• Government Related Agencies Category

This Award recognises the achievements in translating good planning processes and practices that are beneficial for the community,
for industry players, as well as for the government.
This category aims to recognise an organisation, agency, or institution that makes planning more efficient and accessible through
innovative and imaginative use of planning process and systems. The genesis of the outcome may be a report, document, scheme,
or strategy.

Who might Apply?
•
•

Planning Consultants
Government Agencies

Judging Criteria
ORGANISATION/AGENCY/ INSTITUTION
BACKGROUND
• Vision & Objectives
• Methodology & Implementation approach

10%

RM 1,500.00 per entry

DEMONSTRATION OF LEADERSHIP, CLEAR VISION,
INNOVATION, AND COMMITMENT

20%

What to Submit?

SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS IN CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS
THE TRANSFORMATION OF A CITY/ AREA

20%

IMPROVEMENTS IN PRACTICE/ PLANNING
PERFORMANCE
• Impact to Social, Economic and the Community
of the area

20%

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMMES AND
FUTURE PLANNING STRATEGIES
• Transferability

20%

PRESENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION
• Contents & structure of submission document
• Clarity and organisation of text and graphics

10%

Submission Fee

A short PROJECT REPORT, in A3 size (maximum 25
pages cover to cover) which consists of:
•
•
•

Name and Background of Organization/ Agency/
Institution
Status, size/scale and nature of project
Description of Organization/Agency/ Institution

Who can Submit?
Any registered and good standing member of the
Malaysian Institute of Planners (MIP) and Board of Town
Planners Malaysia.

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022
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• Policy & Study Category
• Project Based Category

This award recognizes a scheme or project that makes an outstanding contribution in the conservation of heritage, cultural, or
natural. The award places importance on protection, conservation, adaptive re-use and sensitive redevelopment of project within
the overall site context, protecting the heritage value of a place.
This category honours efforts to improve the environmental performance of historical areas/ buildings or conservation of community
built or cultural heritage. Submission should demonstrate how the project or plan has used, or plan to use a place or community’s
heritage to improve the physical or environmental quality of the place of the economic or social well-being of the community. The
scheme must either involve the conservation / preservation of historic buildings or a wider area, or cultural/intangible heritage or
in other ways capitalise on the history of a place and or the community without jeopardising the heritage value and significance.

Who might Apply?
•
•

Judging Criteria

Planning Consultants
Government Agencies
INTERPRETATION OF THE CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
AND NOTION OF AUTHENTICITY

20%

CREATIVITY IN INTRODUCING NEW ELEMENTS AND
TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS

20%

CONSERVATION PROCESS

30%

CONSERVATION IMPACT

20%

PRESENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION
• Contents & structure of submission document
• Clarity and organisation of text and graphics

10%

Submission Fee
RM 1,500.00 per entry

What to Submit?
A short PROJECT REPORT, in A3 size (maximum 25
pages cover to cover) which consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Project Name and Location without company/
organisation name & logo
Status, size/scale and nature of project
Objectives and strategies of project
Description of project
Identify the expected key results

Who can Submit?
Any registered and good standing member of the
Malaysian Institute of Planners (MIP) and Board of Town
Planners Malaysia.
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This award recognizes projects that adopt universal design principles and feature solutions that work inclusively for everyone,
creating a built environment that is usable to the greatest extent possible by everyone regardless of their age, gender and ability.
Submission of this category may be in the form of projects, guidelines or regulation, public and private partnerships, partnering of
different public sector entities to drive a plan/project forward, application of technology, handbooks, tool, programme, or efforts
that foster Universal Design Principles.

Who might Apply?
This category is open for public nomination.

Submission Fee
RM 1,500.00 per entry

What to Submit?
A short PROJECT REPORT, in A3 size (maximum 25
pages cover to cover) which consists of:
•
•
•

Name and Background of Organization/ Agency/
Institution
Status, size/scale, and nature of project
Description of Projects

Who can Submit?
Open to Community, Local Authority, Stakeholder, Project
Consultant, Developers, and others.

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022

Judging Criteria
PROJECT BACKGROUND
• Vision & Objectives
• Description of the area
• Clear Methodology & Implementation approach

10%

KEY DESIGN PRINCIPLES
• Demonstration of the Universal Design principles
• Innovation and Commitment

30%

BENEFITS AND OUTCOME
• Significant economic benefits and positive
contributions to the communities
• Connectivity & Permeability
• Inclusiveness & Liveability
• Others

25%

SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH TOWARDS THE LIFECYCLE
OF THE PROJECT/AREA
• Viability of implementation, funding and resources
• Low carbon city approach

15%

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMMES AND
FUTURE PLANNING STRATEGIES
• Transferability : How the innovation can be
transferred or replicated elsewhere

10%

PRESENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION
• Contents & structure of submission document
• Clarity and organisation of text and graphics

10%
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This award recognizes efforts and achievements by individual in the planning academic world towards
promoting, elevating and advancing town and regional planning through research, innovation, and/or
publication.
This category emphasises on outstanding contribution towards the understanding of issues that advances
the importance of planning and captures public interest. We invite submission of published reports, articles,
journals or books.

Who might Apply?
• Individuals
• Planning Consultants

• Government Agencies
• Tertiary Institution

Submission Fee
RM 1,500.00 per entry

What to Submit?

An essay up to 1,000 words, A4 pages (font size 12, 1.5 spacing) which consists of:
•
•
•
•

Demonstration of good leadership, vision, innovation, commitment, and achievements
Description on how the candidate would promote planning as a professional activity should they win
List of projects/programmes involved and roles of candidates in managing the projects/programmes
Evidence on how his/her achievements inspire other young planners.

** Curricular Vitae (CV) and passport-sized photo of the nominees are to be attached together with the essay.

Who can Submit?

Any registered and good standing member of the Malaysian Institute of Planners (MIP) and Board of Town
Planners Malaysia.
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12

• Public Sector Category
• Private Sector Category

This Award recognises the outstanding contribution or achievement of a young individual to the planning
profession as well as celebrating the leaders of tomorrow.
This category looks for leadership, outstanding work, efforts and /or achievements by a Young Planner. The
achievement could include demonstrated excellence in the professional workplace and an activity or project
that furthers the practice of planning or improves planning processes. It is intended for this award to inspire
other young planners to strive for excellence in their work.
Nomination is limited for one young planner only for each organisation and must be under 40 years of age.

Who can Nominate?
• Individuals
• Planning Consultants

• Government Agencies
• Tertiary Institution

Submission Fee
RM 1,500.00 per entry

What to Submit?
An essay up to 1,000 words, A4 pages (font size 12, 1.5 spacing) which consists of:
•
•
•
•

Demonstration of good leadership, vision, innovation, commitment, and achievements
Description on how the candidate would promote planning as a professional activity should they win
List of projects/programmes involved and roles of candidates in managing the projects/programmes
Evidence on how his/her achievements inspire other young planners.

** Curricular Vitae (CV) and passport-sized photo of the nominees are to be attached together with the essay.

Who can Submit?
MIP Graduate or Corporate member who are in good standing member of the Malaysian Institute of Planners
(MIP) and Board of Town Planners Malaysia. The candidate must currently practicing Town Planning for less
than 10 years by the year of award.
* MIP Corporate Member endorsement of the entry is required.

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022
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• Master Plan Category
• Strategic Plan Category

This award recognizes outstanding and high quality student projects or paper by students or group of students in the Malaysian
Boards of Town Planners accredited planning programmes.
The project may focus or address one or more of the planning elements such as sustainable development, low carbon initiatives,
social planning, environmental planning, transport planning, urban design, economic development, and planning law.

Who can Nominate?
•

Judging Criteria

Tertiary Institutions

Submission Fee

PROJECT BACKGROUND
• Clear Vision & Objectives
• Clear Methodology & Implementation approach

20%

KEY DESIGN PRINCIPLES APPLIED IN
MASTER PLAN
• How the principles benefit the area/city and
communities

40%

SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH TOWARDS THE
LIFECYCLE OF THE PROJECT/AREA
• Planning implementation and Maintenance
• Contribution towards reducing CO2 emissions

20%

CREATIVITY & INNOVATIVE

10%

PRESENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION
• Contents & structure of submission document
• Clarity and organisation of text and graphics

10%

Waived

What to Submit?
A short PROJECT REPORT, in A3 size (maximum 25
pages cover to cover) which consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Project Name and Location without company/
organisation name & logo
Status, size/scale and nature of project
Objectives and strategies of project
Description of project
Identify the expected key results

Who can Submit?
Any student member of MIP currently in the Malaysian
Boards of Town Planners accredited planning
programmes.
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This award recognizes articles in print and online media which continuously provide awareness to communities
on the importance urban planning.
The article may focus or address one or more of the planning elements such as sustainable development,
low carbon initiatives, social planning, environmental planning, transport planning, urban design, economic
development, and planning law.

Who can Nominate?
This category is open for public nomination.

Submission Fee
Waived

What to Submit?
Submit the hardcopy article in the print or online media that has previously
published in any mass media platform.
** Curricular Vitae (CV) and photo of the nominees are to be attached together with the article.

Who can Submit?
Open to Community, Local Authority, Stakeholder, Project Consultant, Developers and others.

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022
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Written
Three (3) hard copies of each entry submission are required for the purpose of judging.
All entries must be accompanied by written support materials including:
•
•
•
•

An abstract of 300-500 words suitable for media and promotional use;
An executive summary of 1,000 words
Font Size 11 to 12
One or more written testimonials from a client, community group, or third party involved
in the project of process, and/or a peer review or statements; and
• Proof of nomination being made with full knowledge of client or initiating body, and all
entries involved in the project (i.e letter / email)

Images
A minimum of five (5) and a maximum of ten (10) images of the project are required in USB
Flash Drive for the purposes of presentation and winners book;
• Photos should be clearly labelled. Please also ensure that the USB Flash Drive is clearly
labelled under a folder named “IMAGES”.
• Below are the basic requirements for the electronic images;
»» File type : JPEG/JPG or GIF preferred
»» Resolution : 300 pixels per inch
»» Dimension : at least 2,000 pixels (width or height)

Digital Documents
A full electronic copy of the submission inclusive of all compulsory materials (Written &
Images) in pdf format to be in ONE (1) USB Flash Drive.
24

Exhibition
Winning entries from each category will automatically be submitted to the MIP Planning
Excellence Awards 2022.

Lodging Submission
Cheque payable to PERTUBUHAN PERANCANG MALAYSIA to be submitted together with
entry form. All entries, are to be posted / delivered to:
MALAYSIAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS
B-1-02, JALAN SS 7/13B
PLAZA KELANA JAYA
47301 PETALING JAYA SELANGOR
Entries (hardcopy and electronic copy) MUST BE RECEIVED BY 4.00PM ON 5TH AUGUST
2022. Nomination postmarked or received by hand later than this date will NOT be
considered.
*** MIP accepts no responsibility for the delays in the postal service or any costs associated with delivery.

Important Notes
• The Award Secretariat may request for additional information where necessary.
• Shortlisted nominees will be called for presentation in front of the Award Judges.
• A site visit to the shortlisted project/site (if necessary) may be arranged by the Award
Secretariat.

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022
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MIP reserves the right to retain all entries and their images, and to publish (hardcopy
and online) the information submitted. Entries will not be returned to applicants, unless
requested after nomination.
The applicants cannot make any claims of copyright or intellectual property of the
project entered. The applicant agrees to absolve the Institute from any liability relating to
confidentiality or intellectual property issues that may be raised by any party.
MIP reserves the right to exhibit (for example at Annual General Meeting, AGM) or publish
for Planning Buletin or Annual Report, any or all the entries. By entering the Awards, the
applicants/ owners give permission to the MIP to publish, exhibit and promote the content
s of the submission. In all promotions, the Institute will endeavour to promote the name of
the individual or organisation. All finalists must be prepared to submit further materials for
exhibition and publication if required, such as additional images.
The applicants acknowledge that the MIP has the right to reproduce materials in whole or
part without payment on copyrights.

Entries will be Excluded
• If incomplete, such that they do not contain all the information and images in the form
required;
• If received after the advertised closing date for the receipt of entries;
• If it does not fulfil the binding clauses laid down in these conditions of entry; and
• If no payment is received.
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The judges have the option to move an entry into a category that they believe best suit the
entry and improve the chances of the selection for an award. Entrants will be notified of
any such changes.

Important Notes
All submissions must be made by a Registered and Good Standing Member of the Malaysian
Institute of Planners. Exemption of such condition only for the President’s Award.

Nomination Form
Nomination form and other details can be downloaded from the following link.
www.mip.org.my

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022
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Name of Nominee :
Company/Organisation :
Address :

City :

State :
Fax No :

Office No :

Postcode :
Email :

Is the applicant the sole author of entry?
Yes

No

If not, the applicant must provide details of all partners and/or organisations on a separate form (refer
page 31). The project team (in full) and the client are fully aware the application is being made?
Yes

No

Is the applicant a member of the MIP?
Name :
MIP Membership Number :
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RECIPIENT NO. 1 (SUBMITTING PERSON) :

Name to be appeared on certificate (Please list all additional project partners in the Project Team form, page 31)

Address :

City :
Office No :

State :
Fax No :

Postcode :
Email :

RECIPIENT NO. 2 :

Name to be appeared on certificate

Address :

City :
Office No :

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022

State :
Fax No :

Postcode :
Email :
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Submission (one form per entry)
Choose which Entry you wish to submit for :

RM 1,500

1. DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARD
Large Scale Category (above 250 acres)

Medium Scale Category (100-249 acres)

Small Scale Category (below 100
99 acres)

International Project Category

2. STRATEGIC PLANNING AWARD

RM 1,500

3. PLACE MAKING AND PUBLIC SPACE AWARD

RM 1,500

Private Sector Initiative Category

Government Initiative Category

Community-Led Initiative Category
RM 1,500

4. LOW CARBON PLANNING AWARD
City Category

Building Category

Infrastructure Category
RM 1,500

5. INNOVATIVE PLANNING AWARD
Technology Planning Category

Innovation & Policy Making Category

6. COMMUNITY BASED PLANNING AWARD

RM 1,500

7. PLANNING SERVICE EXCELLENCE AWARD

RM 1,500

Government Agencies Category

Government Related Agencies Category
RM 1,500

8. HERITAGE & CONSERVATION AWARD
Policy & Study Category

Project Based Category

9. INCLUSIVE DESIGN AWARD

RM 1,500

10. PLANNING SCHOLAR AWARD

RM 1,500

11. YOUNG PLANNER OF THE YEAR

RM 1,500

Public Sector Category

Private Sector Category
Waived

12. OUTSTANDING STUDENTS AWARD
Masterplan Category

Strategic Planning Category

13. BEST PLANNING ARTICLE PRINT / DIGITAL MEDIA

Waived

Cheque can be made payable to Pertubuhan Perancang Malaysia (Maybank Account No 5623 5751 4910).
Please fax to 03 - 78779636 or email the transaction slip to mippea2022@gmail.com as proof of payment & receipts issuance.
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The person or organisation making the nomination for the award is
responsible for ensuring the correct attributions of the parties involved. The
MIP takes no responsibility for any parties omitted from the entry.

PARTNER ORGANISATION 1 :
Name of Nominee :
Company/Organisation :
Address :
City :
Office No :

State :
Fax No :

Postcode :
Email :

PARTNER ORGANISATION 2 :
Name of Nominee :
Company/Organisation :
Address :
City :
Office No :

State :
Fax No :

Postcode :
Email :

PARTNER ORGANISATION 3 :
Name of Nominee :
Company/Organisation :
Address :
City :
Office No :

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022

State :
Fax No :

Postcode :
Email :
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PART 1 - NOMINATED PROJECT :
1. I am the copyright owner of the nominated project Company/Organisation :

Yes

No

2. If you are not the copyright owner of the nominated project, are you a licensee?

Yes

No

3. If you are not the owner of the copyright in the Nominated Project and not a licensee, who is?
Please provide details of the copyright owner :

4. Please select one of the following that applies to you:

a. I am the moral rights owner of the nominated project and I consent to my work being reproduced, exhibited,
published, communicated and/or adapted by the MIP for the purposes of the Planning Excellence Awards
and authorship will be attributed to me.

Yes, this applies to me
b. I have the written consent from the true author of the nominated project (attached proof of document) who
agrees to their project being reproduced, exhibited, published, communicated and/or adapted by the MIP
for the purposes of the Planning Excellence Awards and authorship will be attributed to the true author.

Yes, this applies to me
c. I am not the moral rights owner and I do not have consent from the true author in making this nomination.

Yes, this applies to me
Note : Please provide written consent from the copyright owner or licensee
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PART 2 – DESCRIPTIVE MATERIALS :
5. I am the copyright owner of the Descriptive Materials (including written, graphic, photographic,
drawings, etc.)

Yes

No

(If yes, go to Question 8)

6. If you are not the copyright owner of the Descriptive Materials, are you a licensee?

Yes

No

(If yes, go to Question 8)

7. If you are not the copyright owner or a licensee of the Descriptive Materials, who is?
Please provide details of the copyright owner :

8. Please select one of the following that applies to you:

a. I am the moral rights owner of the nominated project and I consent to my work being reproduced, exhibited,
published, communicated and/or adapted by the MIP for the purposes of the Planning Excellence Awards
and authorship will be attributed to me.

Yes, this applies to me
b. I have the written consent from the true author of the nominated project (attached proof of document) who
agrees to their project being reproduced, exhibited, published, communicated and/or adapted by the MIP
for the purposes of the Planning Excellence Awards and authorship will be attributed to the true author.

Yes, this applies to me
c. I am not the moral rights owner and I do not have consent from the true author in making this nomination.

Yes, this applies to me
Note : Please provide written consent from the copyright owner or licensee

MIP PLANNING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2022
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SIGNATURE
The statements I have made above are true and correct. I declare to indemnify the Malaysian Institute
of Planners (MIP) in any event that I have made false, misleading and / or deceptive statements and
agree to pay the MIP any damages and / or legal costs that may arise from any false, misleading
and / or deceptive statements.
Signed :

Date :

Name :
Designation :

Company Stamp :

SUBMITTED MATERIALS
Please indicate the materials included with your entry :
Completed Nomination Form
Completed Part 1 ( page 32 ) & Part 2 ( page 33 ) of Copyright and Moral Rights Notifcation
(if required)
Three hard copies of the entry submitted with all the compulsory written material
USB with the required number of images and a full electronic copy of each entry submission
(Please label with project name)
Please note:
• Materials included with your submission will not be returned
• Please ensure that you keep a copy of this entry form and all graphic & and any written material included.
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contact us
Malaysian Institute of Planners
B-01-02, Jalan SS7/13B,
Plaza Kelana Jaya,
47301 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor
03 - 7877 0636
03 - 7877 9636
mip@mip.org.my

